Introduction
Calculus of Variations (CoV) gives the mathematical theory to take care of extremizing functional issues for which a given functional has a stationary value either minimum or maximum [8] . Optimal control is an expansion of CoV and it is a mathematical optimization method for determining optimal control strategies. A couple of standard cases that mirror the utilization of optimal control are the medication bust technique, optimal generation, optimal control in discrete mechanics, strategy plan and the royalty installment issue [3, 4, 7] . Consider the framework in the time area displayed by the differential equation yT . This paper is sorted out as follows. In Section 2, we build up the necessary conditions for the extremizing solution. Then in Section 3, we consider a simple illustrative example. We finish the last section with conclusions.
The Non-Classical Optimal Control Problem
We start by building up the necessary conditions for the extremizing solution.
Suppose J be a functional of the form y  % We can continue as Lagrange did [2] , by considering the estimation of J at a closeAbstract: We consider another non-classical of optimal control problem that is spurred by some current research on the nonlinear income issue in the field of financial matters. This class of issue can be set up as a maximizing issue in the area of Optimal Control. In any case, the state value at the final fixed time, y(T), is priori unknown and the integrand is an element of the unknown y(T). This is a non-classical optimal control problem. In this paper we apply the new costate value conditions p(T) in the definition of the optimal control problem. We solve some examples in this issue using the numerical shooting method to illuminate the subsequent Two Point Boundary Value Problem (TPBVP) and join the free y(T) as an additionally unknown. Basically similar outcomes are obtained through the nonlinear programming (NP) discrete-time results. 
Keyword
Integration by parts gives (7) and (8) infer that
That is, 
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From an optimal control point of view one has 
Conclusions
In this paper we have demonstrated to solve a nonstandard optimal control issue. We have introduced the fundamental conditions and computational techniques so as to acquire optimal solutions. A shooting method together with an expanding approach was utilized to acquire an exceedingly precise solution and compared with a discrete-time nonlinear programming solution. Our systems can be connected to the real problem rather more entangled financial matters issue where the Lagrangian integrand is piecewise constant in many stages and relies on the   yT which is priori unknown.
